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Low-Rank Approximation. Given an 𝑛𝑛 × 𝑑𝑑 matrix 𝐴𝐴
and a parameter 𝑘𝑘, find a rank-𝑘𝑘 matrix 𝐵𝐵 that 
minimizes

𝐴𝐴 − 𝐵𝐵 𝐹𝐹

Singular Value Decomposition. Any matrix 𝐴𝐴 can be 
written as 𝑈𝑈 Σ V⊤ where

•𝑈𝑈 has orthonormal columns,

•Σ is a diagonal matrix (singular values of 𝐴𝐴) and,

•𝑉𝑉 has orthonormal rows

Eckart-Young Theorem. The best rank-𝑘𝑘
approximation to 𝐴𝐴 is 𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘 ≔ 𝑈𝑈𝑘𝑘Σ𝑘𝑘𝑉𝑉𝑘𝑘⊤.

Approximate Low-Rank Approximation. Instead of 
computing 𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘, return a rank-𝑘𝑘 matrix B’ such that

𝐴𝐴 − 𝐵𝐵′ 𝐹𝐹 ≤ 1 + 𝜖𝜖 𝐴𝐴 − 𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘 𝐹𝐹

More efficient algorithms exist for the approximate 
version [Sarlos’06 and Clarkson-Woodruff’09,’13]: SCW
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Our Contribution: Learned Sketches

Training set. Matrices A1, … , AN from the underlying distribution 𝓓𝓓
Objective. Find learned sketch S that minimizes the total loss, i.e.,

∑𝑖𝑖 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 − 𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒 𝑆𝑆,𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 𝐹𝐹

Then, use S in SCW for matrices ∼ 𝓓𝓓 in the test phase.

We optimize over sparse matrices to find S (each column has exactly one 
non-zero entry, either 1 or -1)

 The optimization is performed via SGD in Pytorch
 Need to differentiate the above equation w.r.t. S
 SVD as a sequence of power-method applications (each is differentiable)
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𝑈𝑈 Σ V⊤

SCW Algorithm (aka Sketching-Based Approach)

The main idea is to use linear sketches. Pick a carefully chosen sketch matrix R

 Perform SVD on RA
 The matrix R can be either dense or sparse
 R is usually a random matrix

SCW Algorithm.
Input: 𝐴𝐴 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑛×𝑑𝑑 ,Π ∈ℝ𝑚𝑚×𝑛𝑛 ⊳ 𝛱𝛱 is a sketch matrix
1. 𝑈𝑈, Σ,𝑉𝑉 ← CompactSVD Π𝐴𝐴
2. return 𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉 𝑘𝑘𝑉𝑉⊤ ⊳ 𝐴𝐴 𝑘𝑘 ≔ best rank-k approx. of A

While this method with random sketch matrices provides an improved 
worst-case guarantees, the random sketch matrices is fixed for all inputs 
and do not exploit the structure of the input matrices (if there are any).

Question. Can we learn sketching matrix and get more accurate decompositions 
compared to purely random matrices?

SCW with random R SCW with learned S SCW with learned + random

Worst-case bounds
Better empirical performance
No worst-case guarantee

Better empirical performance
Worst-case bounds

Sketch Monotonicity: augmenting R + learned sketch S cannot increase the total loss
Our algorithm with (R + S) inherits worst-case  guarantees from R
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Mixed Sketch

Datasets: 1. Videos: MIT Logo, Friends, Eagle 2. Hyperspectral 
images (HS-SOD) 3. TechTC-300

Training phase: 200/400 matrices. Testing phase: 100 matrices
Comparing Empirical recovery error ∑𝒊𝒊 ||𝑨𝑨𝒊𝒊 −𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒(𝚷𝚷,𝑨𝑨𝒊𝒊)||𝑭𝑭 - ||𝑨𝑨𝒊𝒊 −
𝑨𝑨𝒊𝒊 𝒌𝒌||𝑭𝑭 for different 𝚷𝚷matrices

Sketch Logo Hyper Tech

Learned 0.1 0.52 2.95

Mixed 0.2 0.78 3.73

Random 2.09 2.92 7.99

k = 10, m = 20
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